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RHODE ISLAND’S HISTORIC AMERICAN LANDSCAPE SURVEY (HALS)
Elena M. Pascarella, PLA, ASLA
HALS RI Chapter Liaison
The Historic American Landscapes Survey (HALS) mission
is to record historic landscapes in the United States and its
territories through measured drawings and interpretive
drawings, written histories, and large-format black and white
photographs and color photographs. As the HALS (Historic
American Landscape Survey) liaison for the RI Chapter of
ASLA and also as a member of the national HALS Professional
Practice Network’s executive committee, I learned this year
that Rhode Island was one of four states that did not have any
historic landscape sites registered in the Library of Congress
through the National Park Service’s documentation process.
I brought this item to the attention of the RI Chapter
executive committee and indicated that I would like to submit
documentation for Wilcox Park in Westerly, RI as this site
has great historic landscape significance, is on the National
Register of historic places as part of the Wilcox Park Historic
District, and is an ASLA Medallion Site. Professor Richard
Sheridan, who serves as an at-large member on the executive
committee, was intrigued by the documentation idea for
Wilcox Park and suggested that students in his junior studio
at the University of Rhode Island would be available to assist
in this effort as they would gain experience in the process of
documenting an historic landscape.
Thus began a collaborative effort that resulted in the first HALS
documentation of a Rhode Island historic landscape. The
process began with an introductory meeting at Westerly Public
Library in April 2016. The students in URI’s LAR 201 studio,
Professor Sheridan and I met with Alan Peck, Superintendent
of Wilcox Park to get an overview of the history of Wilcox Park
and also review much of the existing materials and drawings
that are on file at the library. I know Alan Peck from my prior
work on the 2006 Wilcox Park Landscape Master Plan where
we worked closely with Thomas Elmore of Elmore Design
Collaborative to provide the Westerly public library with
recommendations for preserving the historic character of the
park.
Wilcox Park is significant as being one of the public parks
designed by Warren H. Manning, the first president of the
American Society of Landscape Architects. Wilcox Park
surrounds the Westerly Public Library and is operated under
the auspices of the Memorial and Library Association of
Westerly which was established in 1892, The library was

designed by Hurd and Longstratt of Bridgeport, CT and was
dedicated in 1894 to serve as a community library and a
memorial to volunteer soldiers and sailors who fought in the
Civil War.
Manning designed Wilcox Park between 1897 and 1903 as a
Victorian strolling park with perimeter walks, formal entrances,
native trees and understory shrubs, dense border plantings
and its central open meadow. Subsequent designers included
a local architect Frank Hamilton (1905) who extended
Manning’s design concept in the development of the adjacent
Browne estate along the western edge of the original 7-acre
site and Arthur A. Shurcliff who designed the “esplanade” or
formal terrace (1924) along Broad Street, a balustrade along
the north side of the formal terrace (1929) and a World War
I Memorial (1937) towards the southeast corner of the park.
In 1973 Wilcox Park earned National Register of Historic Places
status as part of the Wilcox Park Historic District. In 2000, the
park was cited as a Medallion Park by the American Society
of Landscape Architects (ASLA) and in 2004, the listing on the
National Register of Historic Places was upgraded to that of
“national significance” due to the park’s importance in the
body of Warren H. Manning’s work.
The students worked over a two week period reviewing
existing research, documentation, historic photographs,
postcards, plans and maps as well as walking the park site and

Continued on page 6...
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President’s Letter
Kelly Carr, ASLA, Past President
Anjali Joshi, ASLA, President
Hello Everyone!
Traditionally the transition to the new
Executive Committee in each state is
at the Annual Meeting and Expo. This
year it was in New Orleans from October 19st -24th, a month earlier but very timely
with the release of this newsletter. With that being said, I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce our new Executive Committee! Our President is Anjali Joshi of
Anjali Joshi Design, LLC. in Cumberland, President Elect is Melissa Bagga of Searle
Design Group in Providence, Trustee is Jenn Judge of Gravelly Hill Design Group,
LLC in South Kingstown (She is in her second of a three year term), Treasurer is Karen
Beck of Commonwealth Engineers and Consultants, Inc. in Providence, Secretary is
Elena Pascarella of Landscape Elements, LLC in Warwick (Elena also is our HALS Representative), Associate Member at Large and Emerging Professionals Chair is Andrew
Pichette of BETA Group, Inc. in Lincoln, Members at Large are Richard Sheridan, a
URI Professor and Kurt Van Dexter, a Landscape Architect in North Kingstown and
Teacher at the Greene School . Past President is, yours truly Kelly Carr of Beta Group
Inc. in Norwood, MA.
It has been a pleasure to serve as President with this dedicated and fun loving group!
Thank you to Past President Megan Gardner of Gardner + Gerrish, LLC and Past Member at Large and Emerging Professionals Leader Domini Cunningham (who recently
moved to NC) and all those listed above whom also served this past year! We’ve had
a busy year celebrating RIASLA’s 30th anniversary, starting with a packed Holiday
Design Awards celebration at Salvation Café in Newport, our first event as a LACES provider; “Collaborating With Arborists: Preserving And Protecting Trees In Our
Urban Landscapes” (supported through the generosity of Bartlett Tree Experts and
Anova) was at the Breakers Carriage House in Newport, an incredible venue with
fantastic presenters; Kelby Fite, Glynn Percival, Chuck Carberry and Chris Fletcher. At
RISD in April we had a viewing of “Jens Jensen: The Living Green”, a film documentary with a presentation and discussion by Producer and Director Carey Lundin. The
grand finale was RIASLA’s 30th GALA event on September 29th at Cliffside in Newport! Thank you to the Executive Committee and all who came to the event, to the
sponsors of the event; O & G Earth Products Showcase, Victor Stanley, Beta Group,
Inc., Bartlett Tree Experts, Unilock, Landscape Forms, and Musco Lighting. Also a big
thank you to all members for supporting ASLA and RIASLA these past 30 years!
I’m looking forward to continuing to work on the EXCom by Chairing the Membership Committee and supporting Anjali in her role a President. She’s been very supportive in her role as President elect and will be an amazing President! With that
being said, thank you all and here’s Anjali.
Take Care,
Kelly
Thanks Kelly ! It has been a great year with many milestones to celebrate for our
chapter. I had the opportunity to experience first hand efforts made by fellow LAs
( LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS ) on many different levels. As we prepared for our 30th
anniversary celebrations, it was enlightening to look back and acknowledge everyone that had contributed to our chapters creation on a grassroot level. The tireless

Continued on page 10...
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RISD STUDENT WINS 2016 NATIONAL ASLA STUDENT HONOR AWARD
CC Qian, Student ASLA | Graduate | Faculty Advisors: Emily Vogler; Scheri Fultineer
PROJECT STATEMENT
What does urban ecology sound like?
The design for South Pier Park in Providence, Rhode Island, seeks to
provide habitat for species as well as human access to the waterfront in
an urban context. By introducing two main target species with strong
acoustical characteristics, the proposal of this project develops a sound
co-habitat. When going through from the city to the water, visitors
experience a transition from the sound of the I-95 highway into the site,
moving from the sound of cars and horns, to friendly conversation, to
reeds blowing in the wind, water flowing, kids playing, birds’ singing,
spring peeper whistling, wave lapping…
In addition, the site directs and treats the city stormwater to reduce
runoff and create different types of habitat and diverse water experience
for people on the site.
PROJECT NARRATIVE
Located 1-mile south of Downtown Providence, the South Pier was
historically an industrial pier for shipping and now is vacant. The I-95
highway next to the site acts as a barrier and disconnects the site to
its neighborhood and downtown. The sound of heavy traffic from the
highway predominate the site. Thus, this project seeks a new way to
investigate sound experience by orchestrating a series of new melodies
of sounds from different species, and reshape the relationship between
ecology and urban system. Additionally, this can provide opportunities
to be designed as the choreograph of urban experience.
n order to amplify the sound experience, simple parabolic walls are also
used to reflect the sound of different species as well as providing space
for gathering and events.
Design Intent
1. Reintroducing species with strong acoustical character
The project seeks to introduce black-capped chickadee and spring
peeper, which have recognizable acoustical character. By creating a main
birch forest combined with other trees, the goal is to provide food and
shelter to attract black-capped chickadee, which has high-pitch song like
flute, as well as other migratory song birds. In addition, habitat is created
for spring peeper, a small frog, whose recurring cheeping whistle marks
the onset of spring in rural New England. Through the creation of shallow
ponds, the project aims to bring the characteristic peeper sound into the
city. People can become aware and educated about the species not just
on a visual level, but also on an acoustical level.
2. Multifunction structures
To enhance and concentrate this acoustical experience, parabolic walls
are designed to reflect sound, which serve to exclude the highway noise.
These walls also provide moments for visitors to gather and sit down
for listening. Additionally, these multifunctional structures are also for
city runoff collection. Fresh water can be collected and treated during
raining seasons and be kept in certain level to maintain the 2-inch deep
requirement of spring peeper habitat.
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Parking Day 2016

RISD Potluck

1986 - 2016
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30 EVENTS FOR 30 YEARS
Rhode Island Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects

MAR

PROGRAM

NETWORKING

Preserving and Protecting
Trees in Urban Landscapes
Newport

RIASLA Bike Rides
Statewide

FILMS

Earth Day
Statewide

10 Parks That
Changed America
RISD - Providence
Providence

APR
FALL
CONFERENCE

FILMS

RIHPHC Conference
North Kingstown / Exeter

Jens Jensen
Documentary
Providence
Risd

APR

MAY
LECTURES

LECTURES

URI Landscape Series
URI Kingston Campus

RISD Lectures
Providence
SPR & FALL

SPR & FALL
NETWORKING

EVENTS

RIASLA
Emerging Professionals
Statewide

DESIGNxRI
Providence

DEC

SPR & FALL

NETWORKING

EVENTS

Beach Walk - CRMC
Statewide

PARK(ING) DAY
Providence

JUL

SEP 24
SEPT
29

APR

EVENT

APR

QUARTERLY

RIASLA

SEP
EVENTS

CONFERENCE

RIASLA 30th
Anniversary Party
TBD
OceanCliff Newport

ASLA Annual Meeting
Louisiana
NOV
OCT

EVENT

EVENTS

RIASLA Holiday Party
Newport

RI WILD PLANT SOCIETY
Statewide
TBD

Sponsors: Unilock, Victor Stanley, Aqueous Solutions and Anova
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HALS Continued....

A written narrative was prepared as part of the HALS Short
Form Documentation for Wilcox Park. The HALS Short Form
Documentation also included selected materials prepared in
the URI LAR 201 student research and documentation effort.
Another reason for selecting Wilcox Park as RI’s first HALS
documented site was its appropriateness in meeting the
criteria for the 2016 HALS Challenge. Each year ASLA
announces a HALS Challenge competition. Chapters are
invited by ASLA to submit HALS Short Form Documentation
for an historic landscape that meets the criteria for that
year’s HALS Challenge. The HALS Challenge for 2016 was to
submit National Register landscapes and Wilcox Park fit this
criteria. The HALS Challenge material was submitted within
the July 31, 2016 deadline. We now wait for the review of all
competition entries and the announcement of the winners at
the 2016 ASLA conference in New Orleans.
From my perspective all of the students in LAR 201 are winners
and I would like to acknowledge their efforts. Thank you Brynn
Armstrong, Brian Bieszard, Emily Condon, Benjamin Congdon,
Romeo D’Andrea, Gabriella D’Angelis, Zack Driver, Olivia Fow,
Casey Harrington, Kelvin Huang, Brian Males, Katie Meegan,
Kyle Savistano, Joseph Tricarico, Emma Winkler. Thank you
also Richard Sheridan for sharing your talented students. And
thank you also Alan Peck for your extensive knowledge and
your continued care of Wilcox Park.

URI Students working on HALS documentation

documenting landscape features through measured drawings
and photographs. They created four plan sheets of the park
that include an overview of the park within the context of the
Town of Westerly, a plan sheet noting key landscape features
such as sculptures, a plan sheet correlating to an inventory
of tree species and detailed drawings of an historic stone
pedestrian bridge.
Students also worked on organizing historic postcards
and photographs and taking photographs from the same
perspective angle as the historic views. They worked further
on preparing spreadsheets with listings of all photographs,
postcards and plans noting dates, subject matter and the
original designer/photographer.
Student work was reviewed by Alan Peck (remotely via
Dropbox) and myself as well as Professor Richard Sheridan.
All of the materials prepared by the students were then
assembled into a digital file. As there was a wealth of material
assembled and prepared, I then reviewed all file materials with
Chris Stevens, HALS coordinator at the National Park Service
who advised on which materials were best suited towards
communicating the history and significance of Wilcox Park.
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VICTOR STANLEY RELAY ™
S T R E E T L E V E L S E N S I N G ™ & WA S T E C O N T R O L S E R V I C E

150 NEWBURY STREET,
BOSTON, MA

CONTAINER 162
CONTENTS
GENERAL WASTE

LON. -71.077917

LAST COLLECTED

90% CAPACITY

LAT. 42.350781

7/20/2016

48 LBS
COLLECTION
REQUIRED

AVG. TIME BETWEEN
COLLECTIONS

60% CAPACITY

2-DAYS

30 LBS

BATTERY LEVEL

10% CAPACITY

100%

5 LBS

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY

SIGNAL STRENGTH

40%

97%

Sage receptacle: patents pending.

An orderly revolution in waste control.
Since 1962, we’ve been designing, manufacturing and refining receptacles for waste and recycling. Now, our Victor Stanley Relay™ Sensor and Service,
which continuously monitors fill level, is boosting time and cost efficiencies for municipalities across the country. Relay also conveys system temperature, weight,
location via GPS and collection status, in real-time and historically, allowing for planning, scheduling, and routing collections much more efficiently – an estimated
20-40% reduction in collection expenses. Whether you retrofit or make it part of new orders, Relay says a lot about how your community handles waste.
Contact Charlene Vera at charlenev@victorstanley.com

V ICTOR STA N L EY.COM
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Trustee’s Report
Jenn Judge, ASLA

Hi Everyone,
Thank you to all who attended
our Chapter’s 30th Anniversary
Celebration! It was great to see
everyone.
I look forward to attending the
Annual ASLA Meeting this week and
reporting back to you on the new
ASLA model Chapter bylaws.
Enjoy the fall foliage and hope to see you at our upcoming
Holiday Party!
All the best,
Jenn
Executive Offices
EVP Somerville and staff met via conference call on September
1 with the Director for Hazard Mitigation and Risk Reduction
Policy for the National Security Council at the White House. The
discussion focused on furthering resilient design efforts across
design disciplines.
Work is continuing on revisions to the ASLA administrative
policies and the model chapter bylaws. The policies and model
chapter bylaws will be reviewed by the Executive Committee
during its conference call next week and will be on the agenda
for action at the Board meeting.
After hearing presentations from the four short-listed graphic
design firms for the ASLA rebranding initiative, the task force
selected a design firm, which has accepted the assignment.
Next steps include details of the timeline and a visit the firm, to
present to the Board at the ASLA Annual Meeting and to shadow
PR and Communications Director Terry Poltrack through the
general session and EXPO real-time production process.
EVP Nancy Somerville, FASLA, presented testimony on the FBI
Square Guidelines at the National Capital Planning Commission
(NCPC) meeting in Washington, D.C. last week. The testimony
focused on maintaining the Kiley-designed plaza and tree
plantings on the Pennsylvania Avenue side of the FBI building,
as well as the need to include environmental sustainability
concerns in the recommendations. The FBI Building will be
sold to a developer as part of a land exchange arrangement
for relocating the FBI to a larger facility in the D.C. suburbs. The
U.S. General Services Administration is pushing for a substantial
reduction in the sidewalk area to maximize revenue from the
land sale. NCPC has proposed a compromise that retains two
of the three rows of trees and provides some protection for the
viewshed.

Finance and Business Operations
Almost 4,300 people have registered for the annual meeting.
ASLA is now over 100 percent of the registration and ticket
goals. Although eight of the 15 field sessions are sold out, it’s not
too late to register and sign-up for those remaining. There’s also
workshops, the Fellows Investiture Dinner (almost 400 tickets
sold), the President’s Dinner (over 200 tickets sold). Almost 40
schools have signed up for the Alumni Tailgate.
Government Affairs
Last week, Congress reconvened after its summer recess and
has plans to consider the National Park Service Centennial
Challenge legislation. ASLA Government Affairs activated the
iAdvocate network to urge members to contact their legislators
regarding the National Park Service (NPS) Centennial Act. The
Act includes a provision to establish and fund the Centennial
Challenge Fund, which would finance signature construction
projects and address deferred maintenance projects
throughout the national park system. ASLA Government Affairs
encourages you and your chapter members to Take Action now
and ask your legislators to pass the National Park Service (NPS)
Centennial Act.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recently released
Achieving Multimodal Networks: Applying Design Flexibility
and Reducing Conflicts, a comprehensive report on how
transportation planners and designers can utilize many
national transportation design guides to create multimodal
transportation projects. ASLA encourages members working
on transportation projects to download the report to learn how
they can have more design flexibility on transportation projects.
ASLA, in conjunction with the Nature Conservancy and the
American Society of Civil Engineers, successfully worked with
congressional champion Representative Reid Ribble (WI) to
include a provision in the Water Resources Development Act
(WRDA) of 2016 encouraging the consideration of naturebased solutions in the design, planning, maintenance, and
rehabilitation of water infrastructure projects. During Ribble’s
recent testimony on behalf of the amendment, ASLA was
recognized for its efforts in support of the amendment, which
unanimously passed the House of Representatives. As of press
time, the vote on final passage for WRDA was still pending.
ASLA sent a letter to Natural Resources Committee Chairman
Rob Bishop and Ranking Member Raúl Grijalva urging them to
pass the bipartisan National Park Service Centennial Challenge
Fund legislation. ASLA also activated the iAdvocate network
urging members to contact their congressional members
requesting their support for the measure. Passage of the
Centennial Challenge Fund will build upon the recent federal
investments in our national parks, help protect park assets,
enhance facilities and services, address the maintenance
backlog, and offer a new level of excellence for park visitors
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Trustee’s Report Continued....
throughout the next century..
Recently, Government Affairs met with the leaders of the
National Parks Second Century Action Coalition, and has learned
that the House of Representatives leadership is planning on
bringing a National Park Service Centennial Challenge bill to
the floor when they return for a lame duck session in November.
ASLA and other coalition members are preparing a strategic
grassroots campaign to keep the momentum going in favor of
the legislation.
The Connecticut Chapter continues to educate leaders and
advocate for landscape architecture opportunities within
state agencies. In a major victory, the Chief Architect for the CT
Department of Administrative Services has said that the next
Civil/Survey on-call series will include landscape architectural
services and that landscape architecture firms may respond as
prime consultants on those contracts. The Civil/Survey on-call
series is a methodology used by the state to issue contracts to a
pre-selected group of consultants without an extensive request
for proposals process for every project. This change will bring
important economic opportunities to local firms.
Member and Chapter Services
On Tuesday, the Member Services Committee (MSC) and
Emerging Professionals Committee (EPC) met via conference
call to continue working on their respective 2016 projects.
The MSC is producing a variety of how-to guides for chapter
leaders, including holding a back-to-school reception, hosting a

portfolio review, and developing an academic faculty advocate.
The MSC also created an editorial calendar for Membership
Minute for the next year (six issues). EPC projects include
continuing the Student Leadership Visits (seven are scheduled
this fall), Ask Me Anything Google Hangout monthly events, and
producing best practices/case studies for chapters..
The Member Services Committee has make significant progress
on its efforts to create how-to guides for chapters, focusing
on enhancing the relationships between professional and
student chapters. The committee also produced November’s
Membership Minute, a publication that will help new chapter
Membership Chairs get started in their new role.
Public Relations and Communications
Staff worked with the U.S. Green Building Council and Green
Business Certification Inc. to promote the formal launch of the
SITES® Accredited Professional credential October 1 as well as
the first SITES v.2 certified project, the University of Texas at El
Paso’s (UTEP) Campus Transformation Project, which received a
silver rating.
PARK(ing) Day, September 16, resulted in 804 posts with the
ASLA hashtag, captured by Tagboard, from 298 users reaching
an estimated 639,814 people.

Continued on page 12...
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President’s Letter Continued....
efforts, persistence and passion of our past and current executive committee members as well as other members are humbling and a true inspiration.
Discussions with our Student ASLA chapter members at URI
and RISD helped understand better their concerns, questions
and ways we can support them as they enter the profession.
They have won yet another ASLA award this year and we look
forward to cheering them on at the award ceremony in New
Orleans. They are a diverse and talented pool of young professionals who plan to work with us this coming year.
Advocating on your behalf in Washington DC was an empowering experience. While we prepared collectively with other
chapter leaders to advocate on Capitol Hill , it was apparent
that our state representatives are doing an amazing job of
supporting legislation that directly impacts us. Our representatives understand climate change and appreciate the value
our work brings to the everyday lives of citizens. We are very
fortunate to have their full support and we will continue to
work closely with them to share what we do and how they can
continue to help us in the future.

We have a wealth of resources to dip into with ASLA national
and other chapter leaders who are eager to share their successes and failures for us to learn from. Roundtable discussion
with other chapter leaders at midyear meetings were a great
glimpse into what we can do in the future. It was especially inspiring to hear how other chapters have customized and used
ASLA developed tools to advocate locally in their home state.
It is indeed an honor to serve as your president this year. This
momentum built from the past years allows us to do more at
the local, state and national level. I know we all work very hard
at our jobs to make things happen and are very passionate
about our work. Together we can do more…….. to help create
awareness about our profession.
Make time in your busy lives to join us at our monthly meetings, events, send us articles for the newsletter or write to us.
We need not wait to see what others do. Together we can be
the change we wish to see …...
Best,
Anjali Joshi
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Coronado
Bench
Bamboo | Recycled Plastic

OLMSTED SPONSOR

Coronado bench in honey bamboo and textured pewter.

Rob Colonder
National Sales Manager
720.539.0997 cell

rob@anovafurnishings.com

First and Lasting Impressions®
888.535.5005 | anovafurnishings.com
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Trustee’s Report Continued....
The web team launched the ASLA Guide to Resilient Design,
which calls for working with nature to create innovative, designed
solutions to drought, extreme heat, flooding, and landslides.
Research was conducted by ASLA summer intern Aaron King,
Student ASLA, a master’s of landscape architecture candidate
at the University of Pennsylvania. A number of members served
as expert advisors, including: Alexander Felson, ASLA, assistant
professor, School of Forestry & Environmental Studies and Yale
School of Architecture; Kristina Hill, Affiliate ASLA, associate
professor of landscape architecture and environmental
planning and urban design, University of California at Berkeley;
Nina-Marie Lister, Hon. ASLA, graduate program director and
associate professor, Ryerson University School of Urban and
Regional Planning; Nate Wooten, Associate ASLA, landscape
designer, OLIN; and Kongjian Yu, FASLA, founder and dean,
Peking University College of Architecture and Landscape. Since
launch on September 19, the guide has received 6,600 views.
Public Relations Manager Grajales, Accreditation and Education
Programs Manager Kris Pritchard, and Professional Practice
Manager Shawn Balon visited McKinley Technical High School
to begin drafting the 2016-17 Adopt-a-School plan. Other
attendees included Kristin Jarrett, McKinley Tech’s director of
admissions and partnerships, and Nichole Hill, coordinator of
the D.C. Public School District’s Adopt-a-School Program.
Education Programs and LAAB.
ASLA supported the White House’s efforts to raise awareness
on the significant contributions that educators and academic
institutions make towards building more resilient communities
by requesting that landscape architecture programs sign their
Educators Commitment on Resilient Design Statement. Twentyeight programs signed on. The White House will announce the
schools that signed the commitment later this month.
Professional Practice
On September 27, the Obama administration announced
“New Efforts to Increase National Preparedness by Building
Community Capacity to Recover from Disasters.” The Built
Environment section of the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit was
officially announced by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the White House. ASLA’s contribution
focused on built environment issues and case studies for the
topic area. Manager Shawn Balon, ASLA, and Manager Linette
Straus, ASLA, contributed write-ups on the built environment
subtopics of social equity and water and wastewater. The toolkit
has been made available to the general public as an effort led by
the White House’s Office of Science and Technology and Policy
and NOAA.

The New Landscape Declaration
Landscape Architecture Foundation

Across borders and beyond walls, from city centers to the last
wilderness, humanity’s common ground is the landscape itself.
Food, water, oxygen – everything that sustains us comes from
and returns to the landscape. What we do to our landscapes
we ultimately do to ourselves. The profession charged with
designing this common ground is landscape architecture.
After centuries of mistakenly believing we could exploit nature
without consequence, we have now entered an age of extreme
climate change marked by rising seas, resource depletion,
desertification and unprecedented rates of species extinction.
Set against the global phenomena of accelerating consumption,
urbanization and inequity, these influences disproportionately
affect the poor and will impact everyone, everywhere.
Simultaneously, there is profound hope for the future. As we
begin to understand the true complexity and holistic nature of
the earth system and as we begin to appreciate humanity’s role
as integral to its stability and productivity, we can build a new
identity for society as a constructive part of nature.
The urgent challenge before us is to redesign our communities
in the context of their bioregional landscapes enabling them
to adapt to climate change and mitigate its root causes. As
designers versed in both environmental and cultural systems,
landscape architects are uniquely positioned to bring related
professions together into new alliances to address complex
social and ecological problems. Landscape architects bring
different and often competing interests together so as to give
artistic physical form and integrated function to the ideals of
equity, sustainability, resiliency and democracy.
As landscape architects we vow to create places that serve the
higher purpose of social and ecological justice for all peoples
and all species. We vow to create places that nourish our
deepest needs for communion with the natural world and with
one another. We vow to serve the health and well-being of all
communities.
To fulfill these promises, we will work to strengthen and
diversify our global capacity as a profession. We will work
to cultivate a bold culture of inclusive leadership, advocacy
and activism in our ranks. We will work to raise awareness of
landscape architecture’s vital contribution. We will work to
support research and champion new practices that result in
design innovation and policy transformation.
We pledge our services. We seek commitment and action from
those who share our concern.
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Proud Olmsted Group Sponsor of RIASLA

Why Use A

Professional Engineer
for Irrigation on Your

Landscape Design?
Irrigation

systems

are

complex

with

hydraulic and electrical components that
need

engineering

design

for

efficient

performance.
A

Professional

landscape

Engineer

irrigation

can

design

components

such as

Hingham Middle School Athletic Complex
Hingham, Massachusetts

Civil Engineer: Pare Corporation

Landscape Architect: Birchwood Design Grou

rainwater harvesting systems, tanks, pumps,
wells,

electrical

water connections.
Aqueous

is

a

controls,

trusted

and

domestic

engineering

firm

providing a number of landscape irrigation
and water services to ensure that your vision

and the owner’s investment is sustained in
the long term.

Contact us to set up a Lunch -and-Learn at your office
Michael Igo, PE, LEED AP, CID

29 River Street P.O. Box 4216 Andover, MA 01810

Sarah Moseley, PE

President

Project Manager

mike@aqueousconsultants.com

sarah@aqueousconsultants.com

978.809.6420

978.846.5943

www.aqueousconsultants.com

Irrigation System Design
Master Planning

Permitting

Rainwater Harvesting System Design

Expert Services

Licensed Professional Engineers

Water Feature Design

Construction Documentation

LEED Accredited Professionals

Construction Administration
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Nov. 7th at 6pm
Excom Meeting at Anjali Joshi Design LLC
130 Abbott Run Valley Road, Cumberland, RI
Nov. 17th at 6pm
10 Parks that Changed America @ Aurora
276 Westminster St, Providence, RI 02903

UPCOMING URI LECTURES
November 17
Gina Ford, ASLA, Principal, Sasaki Associates, Watertown,
MA
Title: “Landscape Humanism in Practice”
December 1
Lara Ajemian ’07, Leblanc Jones Landscape Architects and
Ken McClure ‘08, Halvorson Design Group, Boston MA
Title: TBA
March 2,
Kristina Hill, Ph.D., Associate Professor Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning, University of California at Berkeley
Title: “Strategies for future shores: An honest assessment
of the unthinkable”
Lectures begin at 7:00 P.M. and will be held in the Chemistry Building BURP 105 on the Kingston Campus of URI. All
lectures are free and open to the public. The lecture halls
are handicapped accessible. General questions about the
series may be directed to 874-2983 or to wagre@uri.edu.

FGP
Nadene Worth
RI, MA, ME, VT, NH
800.430.6206 x1325
nadenew@landscapeforms.com
Designed by Francisco Gomez Paz

D E S I G N . C U LT U R E . C R A F T.
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THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS.
Our team has been trusted
for over 40 years to
provide technical expertise
and project support in the
exploration of segmental
paving product options.
Optimizing color, finish,
texture and size, we have
what it takes to bring
your vision to life.

PROJECT: 100 Pier 4. Boston, MA
DESIGN: Mikyoung Kim
PRODUCT: Holland Premier™
Contact your Unilock Representative for samples, product information
and to arrange a Lunch & Learn for your team.

UNILOCK.COM 1-800-UNILOCK
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RHODE ISLAND CHAPTER
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
248 SPRING STREET, HOPE VALLEY, RI 02832-1804
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

10 Parks That Changed America is a PBS series exploring

the history of design and urban planning in America. Hosted by Geoffrey Baer,
produced by Dan Protess and advisors Peter Harnik,The Trust for Public Land and
Thaisa ay, ASLA, niversity of ashington.They selected the nal 10 parks to convey
the rich history of landscape architecture in America.

A PBSFROM
SERIES
FROMCHICAGO
WTTW CHICAGO
A PBS SERIES
WTTW
HOST: GEOFFREY
HOST: GEOFFREY
BAER BAER
PRODUCER
: DAN PROTESS
PRODUCER
: DAN PROTESS

Date: November 17th
Time: 6:30-8pm
Location : AURORA
276 Westminster Street,
Providence, RI
Cost: FREE/OPEN
FREE (OPENTO
TOALL
ALL)
RSVP: Jenn Judge,
Judge gravellyhilldg@yahoo.com
gravellyhilldg@yahoo.com

PANELISTS :

Meghan Kish, the National Parks Service Director, Roger Williams National
Park, Providence, RI, Wendy Nilsson, Providence Parks Superintendent, RI
and Taber Caton, Searle Design Group, RI

